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Abstract—Here we describe a systematic approach towards
creating effective screencast based modules for teaching
computational techniques in remote and online modalities.
We adopted a multi-stage approach to create screencast
videos that replaced in-person demos and active learning
content in a finite element analysis based class. The stages
include systematic preparation of video data and script;
production stage, for recording and editing of captured video
and audio; and post-production stage, for uploading gener-
ated media files into our learning management system.
Modules were paired with assignments, thereby enhancing
student learning and enabling assessment of module content
efficacy. Our approach and technology received highly
positive reception from students. Students also successfully
navigated all associated assignments and final course project,
which builds upon the content addressed in the modules. We
identified several avenues for improvement in continued
future offerings of such modules. We have outlined our
design experience and student reception of screencast based
modules for creating engaging learning content in remote
teaching modalities. The description has been presented in
form of teaching tips for other educators to adopt for their
teaching needs.
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CHALLENGE STATEMENT

The ongoing Covid-19 pandemic has presented
unprecedented challenges for educators worldwide in
terms of delivering quality education to students. Re-
mote and hybrid teaching modalities have gained a
newfound prominence amidst these challenges. How-

ever, delivering all forms of content effectively in re-
mote teaching continues to pose difficulties,
particularly considering that remote teaching has en-
tirely replaced any in-person education during the
pandemic. Active learning, hands-on education, and
project-based learning have increasingly gained emi-
nence as valuable avenues to enhance student learning
in engineering education.8 Yet, conducting active and
hands-on teaching in an entirely remote manner can be
a complex task for educators, especially since in-person
interactions are substantially impacted in a virtual or
remote classroom.3,6

In the spring semester of 2020, amidst the Covid-19
shutdown and subsequent transition to remote learn-
ing, we faced similar challenges in teaching a technical
elective course comprising senior undergraduate and
entry-level graduate students of engineering at the
University of Colorado Boulder. The course teaches
computational techniques and analysis using the finite
element method—a commonly used technique in
biomechanics, medical device design, image-process-
ing. The course is designed based on multiple active
learning components, which involves in-person hands-
on demos and activities that link mathematical aspects
of the finite element method with computational
implementation and simulation of a given problem.
Course assignments are linked to these hands-on
components to scaffold student learning and evaluate
student progress. However, with a remote-only mode,
we faced the challenge of rapidly converting all active
hands-on modules into an equally effective online
format. The modules required re-designing to factor in
the lack of face-time and in-person interactions with
the instructor and peers. Running these modules live
over the internet was not an option as many students
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reported having unstable internet connection, and
preferred downloading and reviewing recorded mod-
ules. Here, we describe our approach towards
addressing these challenges by developing alternative
online hands-on modules based on screencast tech-
nology.

NOVEL INITIATIVE

We begin describing our approach by providing
further details regarding the course for appropriate
context. Our course content is structured around three
main aspects: (a) understanding fundamental concepts
in computational analysis (e.g., discretization, mesh-
ing, error, stability, convergence, boundary condi-
tions); (b) learning the finite element method (e.g. weak
formulations, matrix equations, h-p refinement, stabi-
lization); and (c) building simulation workflows (e.g.
pre-processing, simulation, post-processing, visualiza-
tion, verification). The course is designed based en-
tirely on open-source software libraries and
applications, thereby avoiding significant licensing
costs and hardware or system requirements for stu-
dents. Students use the Python programming language
for the computational work. In addition to lecture
materials, the course includes multiple hands-on in-
class active learning demos, and flipped classroom
modules to enhance students’ understanding of key
underlying concepts. These include walking through
meshing operations, demos of pre-processing and post-
processing operations, programming examples, and
demos of finite element method implementation for a
given problem. Students are required to complete two
assignments on mathematical techniques, five assign-
ments on modeling and simulation work, one midterm
examination, and a final group project culminating in a
conference session style minisymposium open to fac-
ulty and students from outside the class. The five
simulation assignments and the project (around 65%
of total course grades) are directly based on concepts
and techniques disseminated using the hands-on
modules.

Within this course structure, we re-designed all the
existing hands-on demos using screencast videos for
transition to remote teaching. Screencasts have been
identified as a valuable avenue for introducing active
learning and flipped classroom content in a variety of
settings.5,7,11 Here, we adopted screencast technology
for teaching core computational analysis topics to the
students. Our screencast modules were developed using
the software package Camtasia (TechSmith Corpora-
tion, USA).1 While this is a paid software package,
there are several equally useful free alternatives. Audio
recording of instructor narration was handled using a

small podcast microphone, assuring clean audio qual-
ity for the entire duration of the narration. The total
expenses for licensing, microphone, and setup were
around $200.00. All screencast production work was
completed on a standard laptop by the instructor.

Each screencast development involved a prepara-
tion phase and a production phase. Various steps in
this process are illustrated using an actual example of a
screencast from the class in Fig. 1. The preparation
phase involved three steps: (a) creating data and files
for the video; (b) creating a script for the video; and (c)
conducting a rehearsal dry-run. For step (a), materials
associated with the planned video, including code
samples, data files, steps and/or charts for the work-
flow, were prepared and clearly organized. Examples
of this include: geometry handling and mesh genera-
tion operation workflow; scripts and codes for simu-
lations; code templates to be filled in during the demo;
and workflow for post-processing data. For step (b), a
short script was generated for each video to guide and
plan out on-screen actions and audio narration. The
script included step-by-step decomposition of the task
or demo, including file transitions, mouse actions,
typing, and navigation between windows (see for
example, Fig. 1). This was accompanied by points for
narration, and integration of components from the
lecture materials into the videos. Verbal cues were in-
cluded for taking pauses, revisiting concepts from
lecture, and reviewing actions to ensure all steps have
been properly followed. For step (c), we conducted a
rehearsal run-through of the entire script and video, to
identify any missing aspects that would then be in-
cluded, as well as to check overall demo run-time. For
this class, the screencast videos had average run-time
around 5 min, with a couple longer ones running to 25
min (with multiple pauses and review cues). After
preparation, and in the production phase, the complete
video along with narration was recorded in a single
pass on Camtasia. Simultaneous audio recording and
screen-capture were specifically chosen to avoid com-
plications associated with overlaying and syncing
post-recorded audio with the screen-capture. The
software’s built-in annotation tools were used to edit in
any annotations on the video itself (Fig. 1, panel b).
This included highlighting sections of a simulation or
code; highlighting features of a geometry or mesh; or
simply indicating points in the video when students
need to pause and review. The planned incorporation
of verbal cues, highlighting, and annotation in steps b
and c, helped introduce signaling and segmenting in
the videos for managing cognitive load.5 Specifically,
these helped enhance the intrinsic and germane cog-
nitive load (per instruction design theory),12,13 by
highlighting key information and elucidating the
structure and interconnection of this information in
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the videos. The final step in the production phase was
to export the screencast as a media file. The mp4 media
format was chosen to ensure portability across oper-
ating systems. The media file, along with associated
data files, was then uploaded onto the course learning
management system (LMS).

Assignments were designed such that the underlying
learning outcomes were addressed by one (or more)
such screencast or active learning modules. Assessment
of assignments, as well as the project, was based on
rubrics devised in accordance with these learning out-
comes. This was communicated clearly to the students,
and learning outcomes remained unchanged from
prior (pre-pandemic) editions of the course. We share
two specific examples here. In our first example, stu-
dents were provided a screencast module on conduct-
ing low Reynolds number flow simulations (a common
application in many biofluids problems). The screen-
cast walked through one set of inputs, geometry, and
boundary conditions; and in an associated assignment
students had to conduct simulations on another set of

inputs, geometry, and boundary conditions with some
code modifications. In our second example, a set of
screencast modules was provided outlining various
meshing operations and mesh quality analysis. In an
associated assignment, students were required to con-
duct a combination of these operations using a new set
of geometry data. This paired assessment design
motivated students to review and complete the
screencast modules. Subsequent class performance in
assignments as well as the course project, directly
based on these computational tasks, served as one
potential indicator for the success of our approach.

REFLECTION

Owing to the rapid transition to remote teaching
mid-semester, we were unable to set up targeted evi-
dence collection mechanisms for evaluating our
approach. However, in the university wide course
questionnaire administered at the end of the semester,

FIGURE 1. An overview illustration of screencast modules as described in this work. Panel a presents a schematic outline of the
steps involved in developing each screencast module. Panel b presents an illustration of the interface used for recording and
editing the video and audio. Panel c presents a sample screenshot from one of the modules, showing how multiple windows are
utilized, and how student activity annotations are included. Panel d presents another screenshot from the same module,
illustrating a live code demo, and showing how mathematical concepts discussed in course material are integrated within the
demo (mouse highlight shown in yellow). Panels b–d are from an actual demo prepared for the course. All course identifying
information has been edited out.
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there was a specific question addressing this particular
aspect. The question asked students to rate whether the
course ‘‘Effectively used available technology to en-
hance learning’’ on a scale of 1–5 (1 indicating ‘‘Hardly
ever’’ and 5 indicating ‘‘Almost Always’’). We received
an average rating of 4.87 (standard deviation of 0.34)
based on a 60 percent response rate, indicating clearly
that students overall had a highly positive perception
of our technology based screencast and other active
learning modules. Course questionnaire ratings were
accompanied by anonymized comments from students,
which further supported student enthusiasm and pos-
itive perception regarding our approach. These obser-
vations correlated well with instructor assessment of
student performance in the associated assignments and
final course project. Despite the various impacts of the
pandemic and lockdown measures, and transition to
remote teaching, all students completed all of these
assignments in full, and presented their final projects
on the scheduled presentation date. All projects
involved finite element simulations on applications
significantly different and substantially broader in
scope when compared to assignments. Specifically,
between a previous edition (without screencast) and
spring 2020 edition (with screencast), course structure
and learning outcomes remained same, and assign-
ments targeted the same learning outcomes for
assessment. Hence, monitoring general class perfor-
mance on assignments and the final project, and
comparing performance trends between prior and
current offerings provided an indication of whether the
screencast approaches effectively substituted hands-on
modules in in-person instruction modes.

Our approach to design these learning modules had
two core objectives. First, we ensured that the screen-
cast is not simply a reproduction or alternative pre-
sentation of some course content, but is an engaging
and interactive experience enabling students to actively
work with the material.5 Second, by pairing the
assignments with these active learning modules, we
ensured that students are able to use the modules as
scaffolds to boost their own learning experience.9 This
latter aspect is essential in enabling students to tran-
scend from simply learning and reproducing aspects of
the method, to applying these aspects to solve actual
problems—that is, from lower to higher cognitive
learning levels.4,10 We consider these two factors as key
determinants for the successful outcomes of our effort
so far. Additionally, we note that the design principles
and approach outlined here are not limited to any
particular computational technique or software, and
can easily be adopted for teaching other techniques
(e.g. finite difference/volume methods, molecular
dynamics, data analytics) or using other software tools
(e.g., SimScale, OpenFOAM, Matlab) relevant for

biomedical engineering curriculum. Furthermore, we
note that the screencast modules did not replace lec-
tures during remote instruction. Questions and dis-
cussions during lecture and office hours (conducted
online), as well as dedicated online discussion forums
monitored by the instructor, provided multiple ave-
nues for student-instructor interactions pertaining the
screencast modules—where students communicated
their questions, clarifications, experience, and feed-
back. Active student engagement with the material
beyond regular lectures, followed by student-instructor
interactions, thus rendered a flipped-classroom flavor
to these modules, even though the entire class was not
designed as a flipped-classroom. Finally, the alternate
avenue to engage with the material using multimedia
content enhanced course content accessibility course
content especially for remote teaching.

Through these experiences and student feedback, we
have identified a few specific areas for improvement in
future implementations. The first aspect is the pro-
duction quality of the screencasts. The transition to
remote teaching gave us limited lead time to polish our
production quality. However, with a first iteration of all
the material now prepared, we plan on specifically
improving production video and audio quality, back-
ground noise removal and audio post-processing, and
including closed captioning to make the content more
accessible. A second area of improvement concerns
collecting further longitudinal evidence on student
experience and success. While we tracked the number of
times a video had been watched (using the LMS), we
could not track video analytics for each student. In
future implementations we plan on tracking individual
student video analytics, including self-reported usage
statistics through a survey form, and correlating the
responses with student grades and success in the asso-
ciated assignments as well as the final course project.
Finally, student experience and feedback revealed that
lack of in-person interactions with peers was viewed as
a major deficiency in remote learning environments. To
address this, we plan on integrating aspects of collab-
orative student work2 by enabling collaborative editing
of codes and scripts through web-based platforms like
JupyterHub and PythonAnywhere.

In conclusion, here we have described an approach
for systematically using screencast based modules as a
means to present interactive hands-on demos of com-
putational analysis techniques in remote teaching
modalities. These modules received positive student
response and enabled student success, can be used
broadly for a variety of course content (by other
educators), and will continue to be offered in future
editions of the course.
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